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Protest by rejected offeror challenging
agency's determination that its proposal
contained weaknesses and against agency's
award of contract to offeror who protester
alleges submitted unacceptable proposal
is untimely as protester filed protest
more than 10 days after debriefing where
it learned bases of protest. Fact that
protester continued to have debriefings
with agency after learning bases of
protest does not change this conclusion.

David Peeler Productions (David) -protests the
decision by the National Park Service (NPS), Department of the Interior (Interior), to reject its
proposal responding to request for proposals (RFP)
No. CX-1100-INV-214, and protests that the accepted
proposal does not.conform to key provisions of the
RFP., Interior contends that David's protest is
untimely under our Bid Protest Procedures, 4 C.F.R.
part 20 (1980). We agree.
NPS awarded the contraction June 20, 1980.
Subsequently, David requested and ultimately received
a debriefing conference on July 11, 1980. On July 16
David was sent a written debriefing rationale from
NPS explaining the specific weaknesses of its proposal
and a copy of the successful proposal. David then
Finally,
had a second debriefing with NPS on July 25.
a meeting clarifying the prior two debriefings was
held on August 19, between David and NPS. '-Failing
to receive satisfaction from these meetings, David
filed a protest with our Office'on September 3, 1980.
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Our Bid Protest Procedures provide in pertinent
part:
"* * * bid protests shall be filed
not later than 10 days after the
basis for protest is known or should
have been known, whichever is earlier."
4 C.F.R. § 20.2(b)(2) (1980).

David's first contention concerns the propriety
of NPS's conclusion that its proposal contained four
areas of weakness. Apparently, David first learned
of the alleged weaknesses in a debriefing held on
July 11, 1980. However, even if this first debriefing
did not give David sufficient knowledge of these
alleged weaknesses to file a protest with our Office,
the receipt by David of the July 16 written debriefing rationale listing four areas of weakness, most
certainly made known or should have made known to
David this basis for its protest. ,Since David did
not file its protest with our Office until September 3,
this part of the protest is untimely.
David's second contention involves the allegation
that the accepted proposal does not conform to key
provisions of the RFP. David became aware of this
basis for protest upon receipt of the accepted proposal
which was sent to it on July 16. Since David expediently requested and received a subsequent debriefing
on July 25, the running of the 10 working-day period
prescribed in our Bid Protest Procedures did not
commence to run until July 25, the day of the debriefing, rather than the day of receipt of the accepted
proposal. Lambda Corporation, 54 Comp. Gen. 468
(1974), 74-2 CPD 312. Nevertheless,Tbecause David
did not file its protest with our Office until
September 3, this portion of the protest is also
dismissed as untimely._
Moreover, the fact that David continued to pursue
resolution of its protest directly with NPS by having
a meeting with NPS on August 19, does not change our
determination. The period for filing, as prescribed
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in our Bid Protest Procedures is not tolled by protesters continuing to have debriefings with agencies
to clarify old and to obtain additional information,
after they receive knowledge of the basis of protest.
Cf. Advance Marine Enterprises, Inc., B-196252.2,
February 7, 1980, 80-1 CPD 106.
Accordingly, the protest is dismissed.
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